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Accor S.A. is a French multinational hospitality
company that owns, manages and franchises hotels,
resorts, and vacation properties. The sixth-largest
hotel group in the world, Accor manages 4,800 hotels
around the world in a wide range, from budget to
luxury.
They became interested in Bizzon after a strategic
company-wide decision to increase mobility - provide
services wherever guests are and whenever they want it.
Bizzon fits their plans perfectly and solves multiple
pain points.
It accepts ePOS payments using a mobile device,
interactive kiosks, even online payments, eliminating
the need for old school receptions.
Staff can use Bizzon app to order food and beverages
anywhere in the hotel, (restaurant, bar, pool area,
conference room, guest room). Guest can do the same
via interactive kiosk or branded menu website. Orders
are instantaneously printed or shown on display at
the right work station. Managers can track orders in
three steps until delivery, even audit staff members.

..

Room service orders are taken via a branded menu
website. Bills are split any way they want, paid or
added to the room.
When creating a menu, you are creating a branded
webpage that can be used to allow outside guests to
order take away meals using their phones.
Everything that happens, every order is connected
to the inventory, at the level of dish or cocktail
ingredients. All are covered with real-time
configurable reporting for the entire property.
Product catalogue and reporting are done at various
levels and groups, from region to country, to franchise
or hotel group. Accor managers make decisions based
on data, not assessment.

From the start, we were multilingual and
multi-currency so Accor can process thousands
of orders a day in 8 countries.

Pilot run

Before Accor agreed to do this, they wanted to try it
out. We started at two locations; one was the ibis Hotel
Thurrock, the other a Novotel.
ibis Thurrock was more straightforward, so we’ll
talk Novotel in this study. This property has 2 bars, 1
restaurant, 3 kitchens and 3 conference halls. Each
bar and kitchen work station has its printer and
display. Guests can order drinks or food from their
rooms, anywhere in the hotel, or they can ask the
staff, using the same system to make the orders.
During the test run alone, Bizzon analytics shown
significant cover value increase at all of the tables.
The new system gave waiters more time to talk to the
guests at the table, instead of walking to the kitchen
and back.

Roll Out

Since everyone was happy with the pilot results, we
proceeded to roll out in cooperation with Accor I.T.
team.
We managed to roll out 3 hotels per day, altogether 65
hotels in 20 work days during the first run.
We have since added dozens of new Accor hotels to
Bizzon.

Bizzon is never done

If you are wondering whether Bizzon could be the
right fit for your hotel, restaurant, QSR chain or coffee
house, talk to Wes and schedule a trial run.
We set everything up in 24 hours, and you get to use it
for free for a month.
All you have to do is fill in the inventory or menu.
(We can do that for you if you don’t have the time)
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